
• Growing up I always wanted to jump out of an airplane. 

• I thought that skydiving looked like a total thrill. 

• I imagined what it must be like to simply fall. Fast. Straight down. 

• I saw it in movies. I saw it in military films. 

• I finally got my chance a few years back. We got prepared and they showed us what to do. 
We learned how to jump out of the plane. We learned how to land. We learned about how to 
read the altimeter and when to pull the parachute. We saw videos of people jumping. 

• Then we got in the plane and climbed to 15,000 feet.  

• When we finally reached the door, we did a flip out the door and away we went. 

• Here’s the thing, no matter how much you read, saw, watched or learned, there was nothing 
like that actual experience of it. Falling. Seeing from the ocean all the way to Philadelphia. 
Feeling the wind on your face, making your cheeks flap. The jolt of the chute opening at 
5,000 ft. Floating to the ground. 

• Experiencing skydiving was so much better than simply reading or hearing about it. So 
much that 2 years ago I did it again with my son-in-law to be. 

 

• There is a great moment in the movie Jurassic Park, when world-class paleontologist Allen 
Grant, who has devoted his life to the study of dinosaurs, suddenly comes face-to-face with 
real, live prehistoric creatures. He falls to the ground, dumbstruck. It is one thing to piece 
together an informed but nonetheless imperfect image of dinosaurs by picking through 
fossils and bones. But to encounter an actual dinosaur – well, there can be no comparison. 

• We are in week 4 of our teaching series “Experiencing God.” 

• We have learned three truths so far. 

• One, every person can experience more of God. We can experience his joy, his working, his 
peace, his ongoing presence. He can work through us to change people, to heal, to comfort 
and encourage. 

• Two, we begin this process of experiencing God by knowing that God is always at work. 

• Three, that God is pursuing a love relationship with me that is real and personal. 

• If we want to experience God, we need to be involved with him where he is working.  

• God is inviting me to work with him and experience the thrill of jumping with him. There is 
nothing like it and it will change our lives. 

 

• This is actually how God has always worked.  
Numbers 13:1 The LORD said to Moses, 2 “Send some men to explore the land of Canaan, 
which I am giving to the Israelites. From each ancestral tribe send one of its leaders.” 3 So at 
the LORD’s command Moses sent them out from the Desert of Paran. All of them were leaders 
of the Israelites.  

• God’s purpose was to prepare them for what was to come and so give them a vision for this 
land flowing with milk and honey that they had been hearing about for the last 2 years. 

• They explored the land for 40 days. 
27 They gave Moses this account: “We went into the land to which you sent us, and it does flow 
with milk and honey! Here is its fruit.” 

• So far so good. It really was good. In fact we are told the cut a single cluster of grapes with a 
little other fruit and two guys carried it. 

• Then it all started to go sideways. 
28 “But the people who live there are powerful, and the cities are fortified and very large. We 
even saw descendants of Anak there.” 



• The report goes negative. The focus on what was there. Cities with walls. Large cities. 
People ready for war. No space that doesn’t have someone. They have expert warriors. 
Descendants of warriors. They are stronger than us. 

30 Then Caleb silenced the people before Moses and said, “We should go up and take 
possession of the land, for we can certainly do it.”  

• We can do this. Let’s go for it. Now it became a debate. 
31 But the men who had gone up with him said, “We can’t attack those people; they are 
stronger than we are.” 32 And they spread among the Israelites a bad report about the land they 
had explored. They said, “The land we explored devours those living in it. All the people we saw 
there are of great size.  

• All of Israel as a nation hinged on what happened next. 

• Two points of view. Two camps. Two groups of thoughts. 

• There was a lot at stake. 

• The assessment was accurate. 

• Was the land good? It was called exceedingly good. A garden. A wonderful place to live. 

• Was it too big a job for them? Absolutely. The assessment of people and cities and position 
were accurate. 

• This was not an issue of facts. It was not an issue of planning. It was not a matter of being 
ready for the task. 

• If Israel wanted to experience the hand of God in their midst, they were going to have to 
trust him. They were going to have to submit. They were going to have to risk. They were 
going to have to go beyond what they could see. They were going to have to go where God 
was leading and do where God was doing. 

• WE MUST RESPOND TO GOD’S INVITATION. If we want to experience God, we must 
respond. 

• They stood on the edge of a knife. Do we follow what we can’t see or understand and trust 
God to do what we cannot? Or do we make a decision based on what we see and know. 

14:1 That night all the members of the community raised their voices and wept aloud. 2 All the 
Israelites grumbled against Moses and Aaron, and the whole assembly said to them, “If only we 
had died in Egypt! Or in this wilderness! 3 Why is the LORD bringing us to this land only to let 
us fall by the sword? Our wives and children will be taken as plunder. Wouldn’t it be better for us 
to go back to Egypt?” 

• Their perspective was such that the misery of slavery seemed better than the unknown. 

• So they began to talk about selecting another leader. Someone other than Moses. 

• Joshua and Caleb did everything they could to convince the people not to follow this course 
of action. 

8 If the LORD is pleased with us, he will lead us into that land, a land flowing with milk and 
honey, and will give it to us. 9 Only do not rebel against the LORD. And do not be afraid of the 
people of the land, because we will devour them. Their protection is gone, but the LORD is with 
us. Do not be afraid of them.”  

• We have God. This is God’s leading. Don’t fear. With God what seems like a risk is really 
not a risk. They implored. They begged. The people not only did not listen but began to talk 
about stoning Caleb and Joshua to death. At this point God had enough. He shows up in his 
physical glory to talk to Moses. 

• They have a conversation. God talks about destroying the entire nation but Moses pleads 
for his people. 

20 The LORD replied, “I have forgiven them, as you asked. 21 Nevertheless, as surely as I live 
and as surely as the glory of the LORD fills the whole earth, 22 not one of those who saw my 
glory and the signs I performed in Egypt and in the wilderness but who disobeyed me and 



tested me ten times – 23 not one of them will ever see the land I promised on oath to their 
ancestors. No one who has treated me with contempt will ever see it.  

• God wasn’t finished. 
27 “How long will this wicked community grumble against me? I have heard the complaints of 
these grumbling Israelites. 28 So tell them, ‘As surely as I live, declares the LORD, I will do to 
you the very thing I heard you say: 29 In this wilderness your bodies will fall—every one of you 
twenty years old or more who was counted in the census and who has grumbled against 
me. 30 Not one of you will enter the land I swore with uplifted hand to make your home, except 
Caleb son of Jephunneh and Joshua son of Nun. 31 As for your children that you said would be 
taken as plunder, I will bring them in to enjoy the land you have rejected. 32 But as for you, your 
bodies will fall in this wilderness. 33 Your children will be shepherds here for forty years, 
suffering for your unfaithfulness, until the last of your bodies lies in the wilderness.  

• When Moses delivered this word, the people realized their mistake. They mourned bitterly. 
They recanted. They said they were sorry. They said, “We will go and do it now.” 

• But it was too late. Some even tried to attack some of the inhabitants of the land and were 
completely defeated. 

• And for 600,000+ people, they missed what God was going to do. They missed on the 
benefits of following God’s leading. They spent the next 40 years wandering the desert, until 
that entire generation died. And it was their children who got to enjoy seeing God do 
amazing things and reap the unbelievable benefits of following God where he was working. 

• God invited them in and they rejected the offer and it cost them. If we want to experience 
God, WE MUST RESPOND TO HIS INVITATION. 

• As long as I am living based on my terms, I will not experience God in and through my life. 

• As we go through this event, there are three principles that can help us, with three corollary 
actions. 

I. It’s God’s work not mine. (Pursue God-centeredness vs. self-centeredness) 
Numbers 13:1 The LORD said to Moses, 2 “Send some men to explore the land of Canaan, 
which I am giving to the Israelites. From each ancestral tribe send one of its leaders.”  

• Everything about what was happening to Israel was God’s plan. It was his work. 

• Exploring and then conquering Canaan was a continuation of what had begun so long 
before. He brought them out of Egypt. He made them a nation. He taught them his laws and 
his precepts. 

• This was not their idea. It wasn’t even their execution of an idea. God had a plan. It was to 
bring them into a land of their own, a land flowing with milk and honey. 

• Their experience of God. Of his miraculous provision. Of his love. Of his faithfulness. Of his 
blessing. It was all connected to what God was doing. 

• When they came back from spying on the land, their perspective shifted. It became all about 
what they could do. Whether they could accomplish this impossible task. How they might do 
this task. 

• It became all about their process, their job, their convenience and their capabilities. Their 
thinking went from God-centered to self-centered. 

• The essence of sin is a shift from God-centered to self-centered. 

• What does God-centered living look like? 

• Confidence in God. (God is at work) 

• Dependence on God’s ability and provision. (He is in a love relationship with me – I can trust 
him) 

• Concern about God’s work. (What matters to God matters to me) 

• Seeks what matters to God first. (Denying myself) 

• Looks for God’s perspective in problems. (Not just trying to get my own way) 



• Humbleness before God. (Not proud) 

• Joins a church to work with God. (not simply to fulfill my own needs) 

• What does self-centered living look like? 

• Concern about personal image, comfort, or profit. (What benefits me is my primary concern) 

• Dependence on own abilities. (What am I capable of determines what I do) 

• Looks to fulfill self. (I focus on being happy) 

• Seeks to get what they want. (Even if sometimes it is at the expense of others) 

• Looks at circumstances from their own perspective. (With worry and depression in tow) 

• Pride in self and self’s accomplishments. (At some level worried about my image or focus on 
what I am good at) 

• Joins church to get something out of it. (What’s in it for me?) 
 

• Self-centeredness is subtle. We can avoid it one time and fall into the trap another time. 

• The Israelites at times centered themselves on God but then would default back to self. 

• There must be a daily death to self and submission to God. 

• Doing things God’s way is always best. He will accomplish more in six months through a 
people yielded to him than we could do in sixty years without him. 

• The refusal to have a God-centered approach led to decades of problems and issues. 

• I wonder how many of our present problems wouldn’t have happened if we chose to follow 
where God was working? 

• If we will not submit God WILL let us follow our own devices. In following them however, we 
will never experience what God is waiting and wanting to do in our behalf of through us for 
others. 

II. I don’t work for God; I work with God. (Look for his invitation) 
• Many of us live in this kind of environment in work, or even in ministries. 

• There is a plan. Sometimes one person has the plan. Sometimes a team comes up with the 
plan. We know what we want. We know where we want to go. We assign tasks to people 
and tell them, “Get it done.” 

• It’s called delegation and it works with varying degrees of effectiveness. Its effectiveness is 
largely dependent on the skill and understanding of the one being delegated to. 

• God never works this way. 

• The Israelites reached the edge of the Promised Land. The Israelites had heard about this 
Promised Land. Now they were there and they figured it was their job to go take it over. 
Their thinking was that God had brought them to where they needed to be and now they 
were supposed to get it done. 

• “Here’s the land I promised. It’s filled with good things but you’re going to have to fight for it. 
God do it.” 

• That was never God’s intention. 
8 If the LORD is pleased with us, he will lead us into that land, a land flowing with milk and 
honey, and will give it to us. 9 Only do not rebel against the LORD. And do not be afraid of the 
people of the land, because we will devour them. Their protection is gone, but the LORD is with 
us. Do not be afraid of them.”  

• This was God’s job and he wanted Israel to go with him. He had a plan that he invited them 
into. 

• If we want to experience God, then we must go where he is working. Remember, God is 
always at work. He is not looking to come alongside me and my plans. He wants me to 
come alongside him and his plans. 



• This is often the genesis of our problems. We want to know God’s will for my life. What we 
are really looking for is the next “assignment.” OK God, what’s next? Remember from last 
week that God is primarily interested in pursuing a love relationship with us. 

• This begs the question – how do I know where God is working. If I saw God working, I would 
go there. But I have no idea. What does God want me to do? 

• The key is not a method, but a relationship with God. 

• Seek God’s direction. Wait patiently. Look to the Holy Spirit. 

• But I think we can have some general descriptors. 

• You know God is working when you see things happening that only God can do. 

• Only God draws people to Himself 

• Only God causes people to seek Him 

• Only God reveals spiritual truth 

• Only God convicts people of sin 

• Only God changes hearts and lives 

• When you are doing something (anything) and God opens your eyes to see him at work, 
that IS his invitation join him and experience him. 

• When you see the Father at work around you, that is your invitation to adjust your life to Him 
and join him in his work. 

• Any assignment that comes from the maker of the universe is an important assignment. 

• Consider: In your circle of influence, there are things that are about to happen in the lives of 
others and in you. God wants to intercept those lives. He might want to do it through you! 

III. I must be confident that only God can do it. (Have a standing “Yes!”) 
• The problem the Israelites had was in their view of God. 
31 But the men who had gone up with him said, “We can’t attack those people; they are 
stronger than we are.” 32 And they spread among the Israelites a bad report about the land they 
had explored. They said, “The land we explored devours those living in it. All the people we saw 
there are of great size.  

• They looked at their skill and their army and compared it to the other one. They came to the 
conclusion they couldn’t make it happen. They were right! This was a God sized job. The 
thing about God-sized opportunities is that God is the one doing the work. 

• They had numerous examples and you would think they wouldn’t think twice about it the 
next time, but they did. 

• We do the exact same thing all the time. 

• Our natural tendency is to look for excuses as to why we can’t work with God. It’s to find a 
way out. 

• “I am not suited for that job. It’s not what I’m wired for.” 

• “I don’t talk to people like that. I wouldn’t know what to say.” 

• “I can’t make that decision – it would be irresponsible.” 

• “I’m really too busy right now.” 

• Or we spiritualize it. We doubt it’s God and we think that we maybe should pray about it first 
and the moment or opportunity passes us by.  

• The time God comes to you is the time for your response. 

• We must live with a standing “yes!” Jesus, as I go through this day, whatever you ask I will 
do. Whatever you ask I will give. Wherever you direct I will go. Whatever you want me to say 
I will say. 

• This is a scary commitment to make genuinely because God will take you at your word and 
opportunities will come. Then you must take a deep breath, trust that only God can do what 
he wants to do, and jump in. 



• For some of you this means responding in the moment to prompts with people and things 
throughout the day. 

• For some of you, there is something you have been wrestling with for some time and you 
need to just stop wrestling and say yes. 

• For some of you it is a recurring sin, a pattern you are stubbornly saying “No” to God on. 

• For some of you it has been an invitation into relationship, a Discipleship Family, an area to 
serve, and you always have reasons not to. 

 

• God will respect your decision. He will not force you to respond. But if you want to 
experience God, you MUST RESPOND TO HIS INVITATION. 

• Israel responded poorly. They did not believe God could do it. 

• They relied on their own vision, their own perspective, their own safety and their own 
comfort. 

• And they missed out. 

• They missed seeing God miraculously part the waters of the Joran river. 

• They missed seeing God knock down the walls of a city with songs and shouts of praise 
alone. 

• They missed seeing the sun stand still. 

• They missed seeing God battle for them with hailstones where they did not have to do the 
work of conquering. 

• They missed the blessing of settling into a land where they could enjoy peace, raising 
children with plenty of comforts and food and relationships. 

• They missed seeing the nation established for the future. 

• It was their children that experienced all that. 
 

• Blessing is a by-product of your obedience and experience of God in your midst. 

• I don’t want to miss anything. I want to experience God. I want his presence. I want to see 
him work. I want to be a part of it.  

• I don’t want to live with anger, bitterness or unhealed hurts because I did not respond to his 
invitation to freedom. 

• I don’t want to get to the end of my life with regrets about what could have been if only I 
responded to his invitation. 

• If we want to experience God, WE MUST RESPOND TO HIS INVITATION. 

• Pursue God-centeredness 

• Look for his invitation 

• Have a standing “Yes!” 


